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Do you want to pass your G1 test at first attempt?Do you want to save money on repeated

exams?You can pass your Ontario Province drivers written exams at once by following this

process.The first thing you need to know is that there is no need for anxietySecondly, study

your state manual and our Ontario Canada MTO Permit Practice Test 2021 Drivers

Handbook.This contains all the informations needed to pass the written exam at one

sitting.Obtaining an Ontario G1 licence is a simple process. Once you are up to 16 years and

above, you are qualified to apply for a G1 licence.Before you can drive on the road in Ontario,

you must first pass the G1 test.The G1 test was developed by the Ministry of Transportation of

Ontario (MTO) to assess a potential driver's knowledge of traffic signs and restrictions.For all

aspiring drivers in Ontario, passing the G1 test for 2021 is the most difficult task.The majority of

individuals skim through the official MTO pamphlet and conclude that it is sufficient.It's far from

it, and failing will cost you a lot of money in terms of exam fees, time wasted, and possibly text

anxiety.People, in my opinion, need to know what to expect on their G1 test in order to prepare

properly.In this book you will also learnRoad rulesRoad SignsDefensive drivingBasic riding

skillDrivers licenseOccupant protectionEmergency, traffic control and parking

“I've graded thousands of student essays in my life, and these students would have received

much better scores if they had had this book! In writing, more than speaking, grammar matters.

This book teaches you everything you need to garner more respect at work, achieve more

academically, and even communicate more confidently in personal letters and texts. Native and

non-natives alike should use this book before hitting send!”  �Jessica Beck, Director of IELTS

Training for All Ears English“Regardless of your level of English, this is the perfect book that

EVERY ESL student should read from cover to cover. If you want to master English writing,

Michael covers everything you need. Each chapter finishes with a short quiz to make sure the

reader has mastered the subject �pure gold. This book should be on everyone’s bookshelf.”

 �Coach Shane, Founder of LetsMasterEnglish.com“Michael's taken 25 years of teaching

experience and skillfully condensed his most practical explanations about English grammar

into an easy-to-use reference guide with simple to understand concepts and real-world

examples that learners can immediately apply in their writing. The workbook is a great

refresher for intermediate to advanced students who want to clear up any lingering doubts

about essential grammar points.”  �Jonathan Huggins, Founder of the 30-Day Speaking

Challenge--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMichael DiGiacomo

started teaching English as a foreign language to adults at a private language school in

Sendai, Japan, in 1994. In 2010, he formed Happy English, his own ESL tutoring company in

New York. He teaches private lessons, hosts a podcast, and has a YouTube channel to help

students all over the world learn English.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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TWOCHAPTER ONEROAD RULES ONEIn Ontario, you must dim your headlights when

driving at night.a) When you're within 60 meters of oncoming traffic or 150 meters of a

vehicle you're following.b) When you're less than 400 meters away from another car.c)

When you're within 150 meters of oncoming traffic or 60 meters of a vehicle you're

following.d) When you're less than 150 meters away from another car.Answer CAt a junction

where both left and right turns are permitted, a flashing green light indicatesa) You have the

option to turn right.b) You have the option to turn left.c) You have the option of going

straight.d) All of the above.Answer DIf you're convicted of careless driving, you'll get six

demerit points and maybe face a fine.a) A six-month sentence in prison.b) A fine of up to

$2,000 is possible.c) Suspension of your driver's license for up to two years.d) All of the

above.Answer DA fully licensed driver's license will be suspended if he or she gets 15 or more

demerit points on their record.a) 90 days.b) 30 days.c) 14 days.d) 60 days.Answer

BYou hear the siren of an oncoming emergency vehicle while traveling on a two-way roadway.

What are your legal obligations?a) Maintain the same pace.b) Pull as far to the right as

possible and come to a complete stop.c) Instruct the driver to proceed.d) Quicken your

pace and move out of the way.Answer BYour license will be suspended if you are guilty of

escaping a police officer who has signaled you to pull over.a) 4 years.b) 2 years.c) 5

years.d) 3 years.Answer CCan a driver's license be revoked under certain circumstances?

a) For failing to appear for a re-examination of a driver.b) For failing to complete a driver

re-examination satisfactorily.c) For having a tampered driver's license.d) All of the

aboveAnswer DWhen you're in the middle of a roundabout:a) You have the option of

changing lanes.b) You have the option to stop.c) Drive in the opposite direction of the

clock.d) Turn the wheel in a clockwise way.Answer CYou must allow at least ____ of the

distance between your vehicle and the cyclist when passing.a) 1 meterb) 2 metersc)

0.5 meterd) 1.5 metersAnswer A You receive a call on your hand-held cell phone

while driving. There are no passengers available to answer the phone for you. So, what are

your options?a) Answer the phone and tell the individual you'll call them back later.b) Only

pick up the phone if you've been expecting a crucial call.c) Texts the caller to let him know

you're on your way.d) Before using your phone, pull over and park.Answer D The

traffic signal is red at an intersection, but a police officer motions you to go. So, what are your

options?a) Hold your breath until the light turns green.b) Move ahead don’t stop.c)

Inform the officer that the light is flashing red.d) Come to a halt and double-check that the

police officer truly wants you to proceed.Answer B If you're approaching a junction

with broken traffic lights, you should:a) Give right of way to traffic.b) Act as if there are all-

way stop signs in place.c) Wait until no other vehicles are approaching before proceeding.d)

Take it slowly and cautiously.Answer B What should you do if the traffic light

changes from green to yellow as you approach an intersection?a) Drive straight through the

junction without stopping or slowing down.b) Increase your speed to get through the yellow

light before it turns red.c) Stop. If a safe halt is not possible, proceed with caution.d) Horn



to alert pedestrians and other drivers that you will not be stopping.Answer C What

must you do while approaching a yield sign?a) Come to a complete stop before carefully

entering traffic.b) Slow down and yield the right-of-way to other cars.c) Slow down, halt if

required, and concede the right-of-way to other vehicles.d) Come to a complete stop and

then swiftly enter traffic.Answer C You must notify the Ministry of Transportation

within ___ if your name or address changes.a) 6 days.b) 30 days.c) 45 days.d) 14

days.Answer A You should ___ when approaching a merging traffic sign.a) Allow

the cars behind you to pass you first.b) Make a loud horn.c) Change your pace and

position.d) Come to a complete halt before continuing.Answer C You must notify

the authorities if you are engaged in an accident in which someone is hurt.a) Call the cops

right away to report the accident.b) Within 48 hours, report the accident to the Ministry of

Transportation.c) Within 48 hours, report the accident to the police.d) Notify the Ministry of

Transportation of the accident as soon as possible.Answer A Between midnight and

5:00 a.m., a G2 driver with more than 6 months of driving experience may transport unrelated

passenger(s) age 19 or younger.a) 2b) 3c) 4d) 1Answer B What should

you do if one of your tires blows out while you're driving?a) Pay attention to steering.b) Let

go of the accelerator pedal.c) Pullover to the side of the road and come to a complete halt.d)

All of the above.Answer D Which of the following penalties will a G1 or G2 driver

face if they are discovered drinking and driving?a) If convicted, you could face a fine of up to

$500.b) If guilty, a 30-day license suspension.c) A three-day suspension of your driver's

license.d) All of the aboveAnswer D . In the opposite direction of the skid, turn

the wheel.a) Is not allowed.b) Is legal on any public roadway or highway.c) Is

permissible if it can do so by driving on the road's shoulder.d) Is allowed when the roadway

or highway has two or more lanes of traffic in the direction you're going.Answer D

For a first offense, you will face which of the following fines if you fail to stop for a halted school

bus with flashing red lights?a) A requirement to retake your driver's license examinations.b)

A $500 fine and four demerit points.c) Up to $2,000 in fines and 6 penalty points.d) A

one-year prison sentence.Answer C The two-second rule is used to figure out:a)

The amount of gas you will save.b) Whether you're keeping a safe gap between you and the

person you're following.c) Your ability to react quickly to problems.d) The speed with

which you travel.Answer B What documentation can a police officer demand from

the owner of a motor vehicle?a) A valid driver's license if he or she is operating a motor

vehicle.b) A liability insurance card, if the motor vehicle is insured.c) The document

proving ownership of a motor vehicled) All of the aboveAnswer D Which of the

following penalties may you face if you are convicted of failing to stop while a police officer

gave chase?a) A fine of up to $25,000 may be imposed.b) Up to 6 months in prison.c)

A 5-year license suspension.d) All of the aboveAnswer D What should you do if

you're approaching a construction site?a) Come to a complete stop until the workers permit

you to continue.b) If necessary, slow down and cede the right-of-way.c) Quicken your

pace to get out of the location as soon as possible.d) Warn the workers by honking your

horn a few times.Answer B Is it the responsibility of the driver to make sure that

their passengers strap up?a) Only passengers aged 18 and up.b) Only passengers aged

16 and underc) Only front-seat passengers are permitted.d) Only passengers aged 16

and up.Answer B Which of the following punishments will you face if you are

convicted of exceeding the speed limit by 50 km/h or more?a) A fine of $2,000 to $10,000.b)

A two-year license suspension or six demerit points.c) A six-month jail term.d) All of the

aboveAnswer D As you approach an intersection, you observe that the road beyond



the intersection is congested. So, what are your options?a) Horn to alert oncoming vehicles

to move on.b) Stay as close to the car in front of you as feasible.c) Come to a complete

stop before entering the intersection and wait for the traffic ahead of you to clear.d) Drive

gently through the intersection until the traffic in front of you moves on.Answer C

Before making a left turn on a road with traffic moving in both directions, what position must

you be in?a) To the right of and as close as feasible to the centerline of the road.b) On the

highway's left-hand side.c)     As long as you indicate, you can be in any posture.
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